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The Singapore Youth Flying Club is pleased to witness another
batch of 47 Junior College and Polytechnic students obtaining
the coveted Private Pilot Licence (PPL) after one year of rigorous
training. My congratulations to all PPL graduates and I would
like to thank the parents, teachers, SYFC’s staff and Alumni
members for providing the necessary support to the students.
With the PPL, they are one step closer to realising their dreams
to be a RSAF pilot.
As part of our training programmes, the Club organises
experiential learning trips to strengthen students’ knowledge and
understanding on aviation and flying operations. PPL students
got the opportunity to learn more on RSAF’s pilot training system
through the visit to 130 Squadron located at RAAF Pearce in
Perth, Australia. Our CCA students travelled to Langkawi to learn
more on aircraft and witness the dazzling flying display at the
Langkawi Airshow. We hope that these trips will energise and
prepare them well to be successful as a military pilot.
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Each year, I am heartened to see high numbers of students’
applications to join our flying programme. We believe that SYFC
can make a positive change in the lives of the students and
prepare them well for the challenges they face in adulthood.

COL (RET) Andy Tan
General Manager
Singapore Youth Flying Club
July 2015
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PEARCE TRIP.
The day before we were scheduled for our joyride,
we underwent a very thorough G-suit and mask fitting,
which was necessary to ensure we were well equipped
for our flight. The crew had to ensure that each G-suit
and mask was tailored to suit our individual needs so
as to maximise our comfort during the flight. We were
very impressed by the crew’s professionalism as they
were not only very meticulous in their work but were
also very patient in answering the many questions
we had.

The visit to Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF)130
Squadron at Pearce Airbase was indeed a oncein-a- lifetime experience. During our short stay at the
base, we shadowed the pilot trainees in their daily
programmes and interacted with them to get to know
more about their lifestyle at the base. We attended mass
briefings where we gained insight into the operations of
the squadron as a whole and individual trainee's flight
briefings to learn more on the various sortie profiles.
Having the opportunity to immerse in the actual Air
Force pilot training provided realistic insight into the life
of a trainee. We also gained immense understanding
of the critical role of the 130 squadron in training pilots
for the RSAF. As many of us aspire to be military pilots
in the RSAF, this trip served as an eye-opener with
countless takeaways.
The highlight of the trip was definitely the joyride on
the PC21. Having heard instructors and seniors share
their experiences regarding the PC21, excitement was
running high. As all pilot trainees train on the PC21
before being streamed to their vocations of fighter,
transport or helicopter, we were extremely curious about
the aircraft.

On the day of our joyride, we were informed of the
respective instructors we were scheduled to fly with
and the sortie profiles we were about to undergo.
Some of us were scheduled to fly a “chase” sortie,
in which the aircraft we flew in was tasked to chase
and watch over a pilot trainee on his or her solo flight,
while some were planned for an air-to-ground attack.
These were extremely different from our sorties at
SYFC and so we did not know what to expect.
Thankfully, the instructors we flew with conducted a
pre-flight brief for us to understand
our sortie profiles such that
we could take part in it,
rather than just assume
a passive role as
an observer in the
backseat. The
instructors also
provided a
short selfintroduction
on their flying
background
and journey
with the RSAF,
which served
as motivation
for many of us
who intend to sign
on as pilots in the
RSAF.
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Our joyride comprised
mainly aerobatics manoeuvres
where we experienced up to 5-6G on
the aircraft. This meant that we felt the effects of 5-6
times our body weight during flight which was definitely
a first for all of us, given how significantly different it
was from our flying training at SYFC. We underwent
manoeuvres such as the barrel roll, split S, loop,
inverted flight, stall turn and wingover which left many
of us in awe at the capabilities of the PC21.

trainees from the squadron took the time to join us for
meals out of the squadron as they kindly recommended
and offered to bring us to good eating-places.
We would like to thank the 130 squadron for their warm
welcome and generous hospitality during our short stay
at the base. The interaction with the trainees and various
personnel and new friendships forged indeed made the
experience especially enjoyable and memorable for us.
Contributed by all of us that went for the March 2015
Pearce trip.

Apart from the joyride and daily interaction with the pilot
trainees, we had the opportunity to witness first-hand
how the squadron is run. We took turns to observe
how the ops room at the squadron functioned and
were amazed by the advanced technology used
to track and record the sorties flown.
As we witnessed the strict regulations and rigorous
training, we realised that being a military pilot is no easy
feat. Only the best are able to complete their training
successfully. With world-class training resources and
highly experienced instructors, it is no wonder that the
RSAF is highly respected around the world.
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While the time spent at the squadron was certainly an
eye-opener, we also had the chance to explore Perth
city. This included a trip down to Fremantle market to
have a taste of their famous fish and chips as well as a
visit to the wildlife park. On several occasions, the pilot

SINGAPORE YOUTH FLYING CLUB
PPL WINGS AND AVIATION AWARDS
PRESENTATION CEREMONY 2015.
Dr Mohamad Maliki Bin Osman, Minister of State for
Defence and National Development, officiated
and presented Wings and Certificates
to 47 young Junior College and
Polytechnic students who
completed the demanding
Private Pilot Licence (PPL)
Course at Singapore
Youth Flying Club
(SYFC).
Speaking at the
ceremony, Dr. Maliki
said that aircraft
today are more
capable in terms
of speed, range,
maneuverability and
high-tech avionics
systems. The RSAF
harnesses some of the
most advanced fighter jets
and is widely recognised as
one of the modern and credible
air forces in the region. He highlighted
that the withdrawal of the British in 1971 necessitated
training of a generation of highly skilled pilots who can
keep the skies safe for a fledging nation and able to
decisively deal with security threats to Singapore.

47 YOUNG STUDENTS OBTAINED
THEIR PRIVATE PILOT LICENCE AND
WINGS AT THE SINGAPORE YOUTH
FLYING CLUB PPL WINGS AND
AVIATION AWARDS PRESENTATION
CEREMONY 2015.

Ms Ching from Evergreen Receiving
Her Recognition Award from GOH

The ceremony marked the completion of 1 year of
rigorous pilot training at the SYFC. The year-long
learning journey not only taught the students aviation
knowledge and flying skills, but also enabled them to
pick up important life skills and values. All 47 graduands
have indicated their desires to become RSAF pilots
following the completion of their studies. With the PPL,
they are one step closer to realising their dreams to be a
RSAF pilot.
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PPL Graduands FY14/15

LIM KAI FENG

MJC

200YFC

NEO JUN WEI

NP

200YFC

SAJC

200YFC

CHUA KAI SHENG

TP

193YFC

CHOW DE JIN EUGENE

QUEK WEN JIE

TP

195YFC

RAJEEV DEVAAN S/O VIJEYAKKUMAR

SP

200YFC

TP

200YFC

HENG JING JIE

SP

196YFC

CHIA SONG JUN

CHUAN JIN CHONG

TP

197YFC

LEE ZHENG XIAN RAYNER

NP

201YFC

SEAH LEE YANG EDWIN

TP

197YFC

CHUA WEI JUN BRANDON

SP

201YFC

LUM JIA WEN CARMEN

ACSI

198YFC

LOW TJEN HAU AIDAN

SP

201YFC

CHUA SHEU PERNG BENJAMIN

DH

198YFC

ONG XIN ZHI KEVIN

SP

201YFC

KOH MUN JUN WESLEY

JJC

198YFC

YEO BOON KIAT TIMOTHY

TP

201YFC

RI

198YFC

ZUBAIR ABDULLAH BIN MAZELI

VJC

201YFC

SAJC

198YFC

KUAN IRWIN KRISS

NP

202YFC

SP

198YFC

LEE HERN GERALD

NP

202YFC

TJC

198YFC

TAY CHENG HAN

NYP

202YFC

TAN QISHENG KEITH

AJC

199YFC

CHOY EARL

SP

202YFC

GAN KEVAN MARK

CJC

199YFC

TEO SAMUEL

SP

202YFC

GAN JUN LIN JULIAN

NYJC

199YFC

LIM TONGZHENG

NP

203YFC

NG SHAN XIAN CHELSEA

SAJC

199YFC

NG YU CHING JANE

RVHS

203YFC

IJC

200YFC

LIM ZHEN YANG

SP

203YFC

TAN BAO SHENG SAMUEL

TP

203YFC

WONG MING THAI KENNEDY

DH

205YFC

ACJC

206YFC

YEO JIA WEI LUCAS
CHAN JIA HAO MARC
SHAIK JIFRIDIN BIN KAMALUDIN
TEO XIN YI

TAY JUN LE ALVYN

WONG SHU HAN RACHEL
GOH JIE SHEN

RP

RP1-13

CHUA YI WEN BENEDICT

SP

SP1-14

YEO ZHI WEI JARRED

SP

SP1-14

SU HAN QI ASHTON

TP

TP3-13

LIM WEI JIE GERALD

TP

TP4-13

PARVEEN KUMAR S/O THANARAJOO

TP

TP4-13

TAN RUI LIN

TP

TP4-13

TEO YIBIN

TP

TP5-14

TEACHER'S
RECOGNITION FY14/15
BEST IN FLYING
FY 14/15

BEST IN GROUND
SCHOOL FY14/15
1 Benedict Chua Yi Wen (SP)		

3 Tay Jun Le Alvyn (IJC)

3 Brandon Chua Wei Jun (SP)

2 Carmen Lum Jia Wen (ACSI)

Ms Jacelyn Tan Mei Ying
Hillgrove Sec School
Ms Lim Jia Hui
NUS High School
Mr Kamaruddin Mohd Ibrahim
Bedok Green Sec School
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1 Lim Wei Jie Gerald (TP)
2 Zubair Abdullah Bin Mazeli (VJC)

Ms Ching Mei Fei
Evergreen Sec School

WELCOME

211BFC
213BFC

NEW BASIC
FLYING
COURSES.
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212BFC

SP2-15

NP1-14

STUDENTS' VIEWS.

FIRST SOLO

.

It was a pleasant experience knowing that the aircraft
was entirely in my control and command. It really
brought out the best in me and my capabilities. With the
given opportunity, I was able to realise my dream and
further drive my passion to be a pilot.
Lionel Lim ZH, 209BFC, NP
From the start of BFC to my First Solo, it was without
doubt an uphill task. In actual fact, this is the most
difficult CCA I have ever participated in. My Instructor
prepared me for my first solo and I must say, the feeling
of flying alone for the first time, without help is amazing!
Yeu Czech Den, 210BFC, RP

PPL

.

After months of hard work, my journey in SYFC
finally culminated in passing my Final Handling
Test, fulfilling my childhood dream of becoming a
pilot. My PPL journey was by no means easy, but
I am extremely grateful for the many friendships
forged as well as the guidance and support from the
instructors. To be able to soar high above the clouds,
in the vast blue sky is definitely something you don’t
get to do everyday. I could not be more thankful
for having this opportunity to embark on such a
exhilarating and fulfilling journey.
Rachel Wong, 206BFC, ACJC
The PPL isn't just about a course that allows you
to be a pilot. It teaches you a lot more than being
a pilot. It's teaches you how to manage your time
as you juggle studies and flying. I had to balance
these two demands and thankfully with the help of
flying instructors and our ground school instructor,
Mr Preetwant. I managed to pass the ground school
exams. My flying instructor, Mr Chee (CheePS) has
helped me so much in sharing his experience and
knowledges about flying. All these have made my
interest in aviation grow even stronger and hopefully
I get to be a fighter pilot in the Airforce.
Iftikhaar Hassan, 205BFC, TP
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Being the first student among my batchmates to go
for my first solo flight, I did not know what to expect.
However, it turned out to be an exciting flight. It was
a unique experience looking to your right seat to no
instructor. It was a flight not to be forgotten.
M. Nabil, TP7-15, TP

TP7-15

LAND TREKKING TRIP TO
LANGKAWI AIRSHOW
18 TO 21 MARCH 2015

The Club organised a 4-day land trekking trip to
the Langkawi Airshow for 18 CCA students as part
of the experiential learning programme to enhance
knowledge and greater understanding on aviation
and flying. During the trip, students also got the
opportunities to exercise leadership and teamwork in
executing the planned tasks and activities.
Tan Zheng Yu
from Evergreen Secondary School commented

“The trip was very enlightening as I have
improved my aviation knowledge not only
in aircraft recognition, but also in the
airfield environment. I loved the fresh air,
the sound of aircraft landing and takingoff, and waking up to the sound of birds
flying in the mornings! I will go back and
pass my experience to my juniors. I am
looking forward to signing up for the
SYFC flying course.”
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
NATIONAL AEROMODELLING
COMPETITION 2015

A delegation of 1 staff and 5 CCA students
participated in the Western Australian National
Aeromodelling Competition held in Perth, Australia
from 29 May to 01 Jun 15.
Tey Zhi Sheng
from Bukit View Secondary School commented

“It was a very good experience and an
eye-opener flying in a foreign country
as I learnt a lot from the Aussie adult
aeromodellers. They were willing to show
us the finer skills on aeromodelling and
we were appreciative of their eagerness
to give us a a helping hand before the
competition. I look forward to participate
in more aeromodelling competitions.”
Bryan Oh
from Bukit View Secondary School commented
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“We gained the necessary exposure and
experience on resilience and teamwork
during the high standard of competitions
with the other aeromodellers”.

LEARNING JOURNEY
STUDENTS VISIT TO UAV COMMAND
02 JUNE 2015

Our visit to the UAV Squadron started with a
comprehensive video show where we had a good
understanding of the missions and operations of 128
Squadron. During the walk-about, we were shown the
Heron UAV and got a good brief on the capabilities
of this unmanned aircraft. The simulator station was
so interesting and captivating that we did not want to
end our visit. We thanked 128 Squadron for being our
host for the day.
Lucas Wong Tui Hung
Hillgrove Secondary School

SPOT THE PLANES CONTEST.
Prizes : 10 book vouchers worth $20 each.

1

2

What are the names of the aircraft shown in the above pictures?
a.

b.

c.

d.

Name & NRIC No:
School:
Class:
Address:

Age:
Tel:

Please submit this photocopy of this completed form to the CCA Manager,
SYFC, 515 West Camp Road, Singapore 797695 to reach us by 15 Sept
2015. Each person is only entitled to one entry, and only secondary school
students may participate. The decision for winners by SYFC is final. Results
will be published in the next newsletter.
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SPOT the Planes Contest Winners April 2015
1. Darius Lim

Edgefield Secondary School

2. Jeremy Kom

Westwood Secondary School

3, Chuah Boon Long

Westwood Secondary School

4. Goh Chee Kiat

Westwood Secondary School

5. Adriel Lau

Hua Yi Secondary School

6. Quek Choon Peng

Hua Yi Secondary School

7. Chew Jing Kai

Kranji Secondary School

8. Christopher Teng Jun Han

Victoria School

9. Fraser Ong

Maris Stella High School

10. Muhd Khairul Ekwhwan Bin Mohd Rafi

Montfort Secondary School
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